“Health Link Shared Vision Workshop”

Mindmapping A Shared Vision

A one-day workshop, custom-designed to reflect each Health Link's unique realities and facilitate a powerful Shared Vision "owned" by the participants.

We recommend up to 50-75 participants composed of: Health Link partner Board Chairs/members, CEOs/ExDirs., senior managers; physicians, LHIN board members/staff -- as well as 10 to 15 patients/families/Patient Advisory Committee or Community Advisory Board members who will ensure the participants maintain a patient and community perspective on their vision for the future.

To ensure effectiveness, Ted Ball will collaborate with the CEO of the lead partner, as well as other contacts (as appropriate), to ensure that the workshop is sensitive to, and reflects each Link's unique circumstances. He will work with the Lead Link Partner CEO to design an appropriate workshop that reflects the partnership's realities.

At the Workshop, Ted will provide a compelling environmental scan. He will facilitate a collaborative and enjoyable mindmapping exercise -- which will result in people feeling more committed, and more positive about the future -- as well as having a strong attachment to the high-level vision they will generate together.

To view the evaluation of Quantum's Visioning Workshop, see Dufferin-Area Health Link Vision Workshop Evaluation.

Call Ted Ball @ 416-581-8814.
(Not available June 17th - July 5th, 2013)